Plasma membrane proteins: A new probe for the characterization of breast cancer.
This work aimed to characterize normal, benign and malignant excised breast tissues through the analysis of the FTIR spectra of their plasma membrane proteins. Tissue characterization parameters such as peak position, peak intensity, area under the peak, relative peak intensity and relative area under peak were evaluated mainly for protein spectral peaks; 1150 cm-1, Amide I, Amide II, Amide III, and Amide A. The sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic accuracy for each parameter were obtained and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curves were plotted. Results showed significant spectral differences between normal and benign tissues compared to malignant tissues at 1536 and 1645 cm-1. The three tissues could be distinguished at 2900 cm-1, where the malignant peak uniquely split into two separate peaks. ROC curves showed that the Amide A peak position yielded a higher accuracy compared to all other investigated characterization parameters. The deconvolution of Amide I revealed the conformational changes in plasma proteins characterizing the transformation to malignancy (a decrease in the percentage of alpha helix accompanied by an increase in the percentage of beta sheets). The use of the present structure-based analysis in conjunction with histopathological examination of excised breast tissues would offer an enhanced characterization that might reduce possible personal diagnostic mistakes.